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City of
Grand Prairie
Community Inclusion
WEBINAR PRESENTATION FOR TXPELRA 02-24-2021

STEVE DYE

GERALD HODGES

About the speaker


Graduated from Texas A&M in ‘97 with a
Sociology degree. Volunteered in the
Multicultural center and did community related
work with Brothers of the Roundtable (a service
organization).



Facilitated Drug prevention support groups in
South Dallas to Highland Park.



Improved charter schools as an Assistant
Principal in South Oak Cliff and Fort Worth.



Performed in various units during 13 years of
law enforcement (Burglary Task Force,
Deployment-plain clothes warrant team,
School Resource Detective).



Board member of the Chamber of Commerce,
Grand Prairie YMCA, Lifeline, TD Foundation,
and GPISD Justice, Equity, and Inclusion Task
Force



Serve as a Deacon and Decision Counselor at
Crossroads Christian Church in Grand Prairie.
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Planting seeds…
Creating and building relationships




Recruit- work with those working in the community


GPPACC (Grand Prairie Police and Clergy Coalition)



Charitable Organizations/ Stakeholders- a representative from the City, or the
department, sits on the board of all Grand Prairie Charitable organizations



GPISD – Threat Assessment Team, Justice Equity and Inclusion Taskforce

Respond


Default answer is always “Yes”



Be responsive to the needs of the citizens







Men2Men: https://youtu.be/YEMrhe_lbM0



Dallas Heat: https://www.nbcdfw.com/news/local/dallas-heat-join-grand-prairie-policein-discussion-on-police-community-relations/2449225/

When invited to reputable venues say “yes” (e.g., reading to elementary kids, career
days, church forums)

Reserve the right to be offended, politely move forward


Citizens may have past reservations



Acknowledge concerns and move forward
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Mission
Statement


Promoting an inclusive culture
and creating equity to preserve
a high quality of life in our
community



Created from the Council’s
Resolution for Community
Diversity, Inclusion, Justice, and
Equality



Inclusion is no longer a side car
benefit to an organization, but a
demanded standard
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Internal and External approach
Internal Initiatives
 Shared Leadership Team
 Friendship Day
 Employee training/listening sessions
External Initiatives
 Mayor’s Ride Out program
 Wisdom Wednesday “Their Story, Our History”
 Hablamos
 Unify Grand Prairie
 FD Community programs
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Shared Leadership Team
“An organization with a poor culture will
not have great performances”


Provides a voice and input for all employees
to ensure we are sensitive to the needs of all
who serve our citizens



Representatives from each City work group



Give clear expectations- changes may not
be immediate



Encourage employees to be “the thermostat,
not the thermometer”
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Shared Leadership Team
How we organized it..


HR assisted us in finding a fair way to
represent different work groups.


<100 one representative



>100 two representatives



> 200 three representatives



SLT is about 30 members



Different from Employee Resource Groups
(ERG)



Do not create committees to simply defer
responsibility or you will lose credibility
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Friendship Day


Allows City employees to be compensated for half a workday (4
hours), per month, to serve within the City to extend goodwill in the
community https://youtu.be/SiQGzqVHXJg



Provides employees an opportunity to perform community service
that is near and dear to them, build camaraderie with each other,
and form bonds within the community



Allows participants to meet their residents and allows the community
to build a relationship with those serving on their behalf



Creates City advocates
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Friendship Day


Human Resources assisted us in creating guidelines. Example of
guidelines below

Once you have a desired project in mind, email Gerald the name of
the organization or event so he can vet them to make sure everything is
ok. Most charitable organizations will be approved. Also, if it is a team
event please list the team. Teams can have members of different
workgroups
 Talk to your director about the desired date and times of the event so
they can approve those times for Friendship Day. Supervisors must
approve hours since they are managing tasks and manpower
 Once you are finished with the event fill out the form
below. Unfortunately, right now each person will have to fill out a
separate form. We may consider a team form later. My suggestion if
operating as a group, designate one person to take pictures
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Employee Training
Listening Sessions:


Provides training to those who serve the City
of Grand Prairie to ensure they are sensitive to
one another



Assists City leaders in being sensitive to the
needs of all who serve the City



Creates a common language and mission
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Employee
Training


Filter training through
HR and various lensesknow what people
are hearing



Make the message
positive - do not let
polarizing politics drive
your culture, but
instead let it be your
organizational values
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Mayor’s Ride Out Program


The Mayor invites community leaders to ride out with Grand Prairie
Police Officers



Provides transparency and access for leaders to see firsthand the
work, the challenges, successes, and relationships that transpire
during an officer’s shift



Feedback has been very positive and has created advocacy for
our officers
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Wisdom Wednesday
“Their Story, Our History”
Purpose


To focus primarily on a diverse group of individuals 50
years of age and above sharing their stories to give
appreciation for older individuals. This will combat
ageism while allowing a rich history to be told through
the eyes of those who lived it

Implementation


A series of interviews will be conducted by video and
questions given will be geared to the background of
individuals, lessons learned in life, and any words of
advice they want to give to the upcoming generation.
Interview will be a total of 5 mins after editing



Interviews will be shared monthly through various city
social media outlets and through GPISD classes
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Hablamos
Purpose


Hablamos also allows citizens to increase their English fluency giving
them more confidence in using City services and consumer goods
throughout the City of Grand Prairie. Through the process of learning
languages together, citizens and City employees build a bond

Format


Several tables will have basic Spanish and English resources on them.
At each table, a city employee will sit with one or more Grand Prairie
citizens



For the first 30 minutes tables will engage in English. The next 30 minutes,
they will engage in Spanish



Facilitators will help with basic terms and help in translations. Learning
by immersion is one of the most effective ways to gain fluency.
Refreshments will be provided
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Unify Grand Prairie
Purpose


Recent events have sparked a passion in youth to be heard and speak out against social
injustices that may perceive



Unify Grand Prairie will lead youth and police officers to a better understanding, give youth
a brief overview of city government, and promote responsible citizenship. Program will be
recorded to promote future flagship programs and become a learning experience

Implementation




1-day program will have a roundtable discussion, visits to City Hall and the municipal
court, a mock traffic stop, and a visit to the Memorial Wall at the PSB. Participants will be
in groups of ten, ages 13 -21. At the end of the program, participants will sit down with
police officers (some in uniform, some not) and fellowship over a meal. Currently due to
COVID, we are working on a virtual program

Recruiting Opportunity - Foster an interest in our local youth to consider a career with the
City of Grand Prairie
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Fire Department
Community programs
Fire

Academy -is part of the GPISD school of
choice program
https://youtu.be/nKGfqS8K1-4

Dubiski

Fire

(Career Tech Highschool)

Internship

Pay

for paramedic school

Work

Fired

20 hours a week

Up for Reading
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In
conclusion…


Initiatives are
monitored for
effectiveness and
adapted according
to feed back



Collaborations within
the organization and
the community are
key for success
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Questions…
 Gerald

L. Hodges
ghodges@gptx.org

 www.gptx.org/inclusion


We are currently creating an
inclusion cohort. Please have your
DEI personnel send an email if
he/she is interested
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